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We’re talking to leadership the same 
way we talk to our teammates.



For a few reasons

We’re explaining details the way we do 
to convince our teammates… and they 
don’t care. 

They’re looking for strong opinions… 
and we’re uncomfortable. 

We invest in understanding people 
outside our walls… and forget those 
within.



How did we get here?



Approval Knowledge Time Inclusion
The seat.



“An opportunity to access a 
broad spectrum of individuals 
inside [the] organization.” 

Jeff Gothelf, Author 

“[C]arrying equal weight on strategy and 
prioritization responsibilities with product, 
business, and engineering executives.”  

Phil King,  Udemy

Dylan Blanchard, Shopify

“We need to have a seat at the table – the table 
where decisions are made, visions are crafted, and 
directions are plotted… you get a seat at the table 
by having an opinion that is valued by the folks at 
this table.” 

https://www.intercom.com/blog/podcasts/lean-ux-author-jeff-gothelf-on-why-design-must-have-a-seat-at-the-table/
https://firstround.com/review/How-Designers-Can-Earn-a-Seat-at-the-Table-2/


Plot twist: 
The fight for a seat is a red herring.



“As research becomes more valued, research 
leaders are taking on increasingly strategic 
roles in their organizations—and often aren’t 
prepared to lead.” 

How we resesarch and designed the 
Advancing Research Conference

https://rosenfeldmedia.com/advancing-research-community/archive/how-we-researched-and-designed-the-advancing-research-conference/
https://rosenfeldmedia.com/advancing-research-community/archive/how-we-researched-and-designed-the-advancing-research-conference/


“I’m concerned that if we don’t step it up on 
the actual leadership part, we’re in danger of 
losing the seat at the table.”

Kate Aronowitz, GV

https://www.fastcompany.com/90156186/designers-finally-have-a-seat-at-the-table-now-what


 

If you’re looking for proof…

72% of researchers are doing research “before 
beginning any design or development” 1 

53% of researchers “educate upper 
management or other stakeholders” 2 

Literally all of Research Ops

1, 2 UserTesting Industry Survey

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1x-D_24r7XJwwD_MCM_8zXOTSmJwelq6Q
https://www.usertesting.com/blog/2017-ux-and-user-research-industry-survey-results


So if you’ve got the seat… 
now what?



Look for patterns

Close the loop

Tell the right story 

Leveraging 
your seat



Look for patterns

Close the loop

Tell the right story 

Leveraging 
your seat





Presentations Check-insTeam emails

The ‘where’

Reports



Positive Intensity-basedFact-based

The ‘how’



The ‘what’

Money FunnelsUsers



Case study:  
Investment planning at Shopify





 

We inserted ourselves

Studied past investment plans and the goals 
they set 

Sought input on research questions from other 
disciplines 

Kicked off our process months in advance

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1x-D_24r7XJwwD_MCM_8zXOTSmJwelq6Q




Look for patterns

Close the loop

Tell the right story 

Leveraging 
your seat



Donna Lichaw - "The User's Journey: Storymapping Products That People Love" 

https://rosenfeldmedia.com/books/storymapping/




This story is different

It’s less about a product, and more about  
the investment 

It’s less about a complex narrative, and 
more about a memorable shorthand 

It’s less about going deep, and more 
about weaving a narrative 

It’s less about the “what”, and more 
about the “so what?”







Caveat: 
Don’t ignore cultural differences 



Look for patterns

Close the loop

Tell the right story 

Leveraging 
your seat



Approval Knowledge Time Inclusion Feedback









This is a continuous, iterative process



Look for patterns

Close the loop

Tell the right story 

Leveraging 
your chair





User Interviews: The State of User Research Report 2020

https://www.userinterviews.com/blog/the-state-of-user-research-report-2020?utm_source=Advancing+Research+2020+Attendees&utm_campaign=2f38a0a26d-AR2020+breakout+sessions&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d53a81cf67-2f38a0a26d-345385227&mc_cid=2f38a0a26d&mc_eid=792e1dabf8


Bounded rationality: 
Humans will make perfectly reasonable decisions 

with the imperfect information they have.



Our role is to expand those boundaries.



Thank you!
dalia@shopify.com
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